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Editor's Note

Previously, Executive Intelligerce Revieq, presented the case that the
Soviet Union had launched a war operation against the Federal Republic
of Germany, of which the May 17-18 anti-nuclear riots at \ilackersdorf
were the opening shot. Now, as we go to press, hundreds of thousands
of Moscow-manipulated rioting mobs are gathered at five nuclear power
sites in that nation, whose explicit marching orders, distributed in mil-
lions of leaflets, are to "tear down the gates," and to perform "all forms
of resistance against the nuclear mafia."An estimated 4,000 to 5,000
highly trained, violent provocateurs, which appropriate military equip-
ment, are expected to conduct operations under the cover of the crazed
mob of Greenie environmentalists. Law-enforcement authorities in the
Federal Republic would not offer any estimate as to what proportion of
these violence-sowing provocateurs may be actual Soviet spetsnaz per-
sonnel.

EIR, however, has found itself in a highly unusual position: lfhereas
our evaluation that the current wave of violent rioting is part of a Soviet
actual war deployment and not an ordinary radical violent binge, has
been not only accepted, but also amply corroborated by civilian and
military authorities, these authorities choose to maintain official silence.
The subject of Soviet spetsnaz deployments inside nations of \Testem
Europe is officially taboo in the Federal Republic of Germany and in
Sweden, the two countries with the highest frequency of spetsnaz de-
ployments. Secretly, however,'the spetsnaz issue is the most intensively
discussed among law-enforcement and military authorities. Political au-
thorities are enforcing a rule of official silence on the subject for two sets
of reasons: first, the influence of factions if appeasers and Russian "fifth
columnists" maintained inside these govemments by U.S. State De-
partment influence, and second, the simple fact that if the govemments
under attack acknowledge the attack, they must either take military
countermeasures against the aggressor, or lose all remaining authoriry as
govemments.

We offer the following general outline of the character of Soviet
spetsnaz deployments in anticipation of information imminently to be
developed in the aftermath of the new wave of violent riots presently in
progress.
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tsnaz' units strike
Wbstern Europe

What are spets nazl

Tlw follawing article by Korsnntin Gearge orisntalb appemed in tlw June 13,
1986 edition o/ EIR.

In the recent period, \Testem Europe, and, above all, West Cermany,
has been plagued by concerted "Green" violence directed against nuclear-
power plant facilities and contruction sites, coupled with a wave of
terrorism characterized by repeated bombings, arson, and assassinations
against key figures in the defense-industrial establishment. In addition
to the up-front violent demonstrations at nuclear sites, such as at \Uack-
ersdorf in Bavaria, there has been-to cite but one example-at Britain's
Sizewell nuclear power plant, a mysterious chain of no fewer than four
suspicious "accidents" including fires in the past five months-to many
nuclear power plant "mishaps" to possibly be evaluated as "coincidences."

The sabotage, violence, and assassinations that have been hitting
Westem Europe over the past two years, with ever-growing intensiry,
are the leading edge of mounting Soviet-directed pre-war covert and
"Special Operations" warfare.

Moscow has, for such purposes, an "elite of the elite" commando force,
with a peace time strength of well over 30,000, called in Russian Sper-
sialnogo N autnclwniya ( Special Designation ) -widely known in the West
under its Russian contraction spetsrwz. Thefigure of 30,000.p1us is merely
the peacetime strength, and, as we shall elaborate later, is irrelevant as
a wartime estimate. Total spetsnaz wartime strength is berween 100,0@
and 120,000.

The spetsnaz forces come under the jurisdiction of the 3rd Department
of the GRU's 5th Direcrorate. The 5th Directorate is commanded by
the GRU's first depury head, its number-two man, Colonel-General
Pavlov.

Spetsnaz forces are entrusted with key special missions, both directly
preceding and timed with the outbreak of war. Their missions include:
1) The assassination of \D7estem political and military leaders; 2) The
destruction of crucial NATO targets, such as nuclear-missile bases, am.
munition and fuel depots, pipelines, bridges, tunnels, rail linesr corn-
munications nerve centers, both military and civilian, airfields and airports,
port installations, and military shipping caught in port ar the war's out,
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Soviet spetsn.v forces are trained to operate
in Arctic climates.

break; 3) The seizure of crucial targets, such as bridges behind enemy
lines, to be held until the advancing Red Army regular forces reach them.

Soviet spetsnaz forces are specially selected on criteria not only of
physical strength and stamina, but also clevemess and cunning, and,
extremely important, language skills. Th.y are given the most rigorous
training possible. The training not only includes expertise in the art of
silent assassination with silencer pistols, long-range rifles with telescopic
sights, and chemical- and gas-spray pistols, and expertise in the use of
all types of demolitions, but also extremely rough, long-term survival
courses in all rypes of wildemess-deserts, mountains, arctic climates.
A regular feature of the training is the air dropping of a spetsnaz unit in
inhospitable terrain, with the orders to reach a designated point up to
hundreds of kilometers away, and successfully carry out a sabotage mission
there. All spetsnaz soldiers are expert parachutists and swimmers, and
those assigned to the four spetsnaz naval brigades are expert divers.

The spetsnaz trainee also receives long and thorough training in which
he leams all the physical characteristics of the target of his wartime
mission down to the minutest detail. Extensive training is conducted
inside the Soviet Union and on \Tarsaw Pact territory whose terrain
features most closely approximate the terrain features of the wartime
operation zone in the West.

This "terrain familiarity" is further refined through the following pro-
cedure. Spetsnaz troops who go into the spetsnaz reserve, are automat-
ically re-assigned to jobs allowing them to travel in the West, to familiarize
themselves first-hand with their future operational area. Examples include
their employment as truck drivers, in "tourist groups," as circus and sports
performers, etc., who extensively travel through the very regions and
towns where, in a future war, they will retum as "guides" for the spetsnaz
unit deployed to perform sabotage in the region. Likewise, ports and
harbors are systematically covered by spetsnaz reservists operating in the
Soviet Merchant Marine, and airports by spetsnaz reservists employed
by the Soviet airline, Aeroflot.

The Soviet spetsnaz forces are divided into rwo distinct types of units.
The first, and numerically fewer, are the spetsnaz agents, or "sleepers,"
already in place in the West, long before the commencement of war.
Th.y have been systematically infiltrated into \Westem countries over
the past two decades, after thorough training in the arts of killing silently,
sabotage and demolition, and language, so that they "blend in" perfectly
in their new environment.

Some of these agents, who work on the basis of small teams, get
themselves employed by strategically vital firms, such as arrnaments com,
panies, utilities, the state railroad, harbor jobs, airports, the military,
and govemment posts, ro name but a few areas. Others establish their
own firms-such as ffucking companies, for example, both in West
Germany and West Berlin-or choose "hobbies," such as becoming "am.
ateur" pilots-to create an infrastructure to be utilized by the spetsnaz
commando brigades and companies when the order comes for them to
cross the frontier right before the outbreak of war. Others, who hold
relatively innocuous jobs, have the assignment of stockpiling needed
weapons and explosives in buried caches, which both the in-place teams
and the spetsnaz companies coming from the other side will use to augment
their supplies for the pre-war and wartime sabotage missions.

The second, and numerically far greater portion of the spetsnaz, are
the 74 spetsnaz brigades, each with 1,300 men. They are allocated on
the basis of one spetsnaz brigade for each of the 16 Military Districts
inside the Soviet Union, and one brigade for each of the Soviet Groups
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Main target:
West Germany
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of Forces in Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary. According
to reliable sources, there are already two spetsnaz brigades in place with
the "Croup of Soviet Forces in Germany" (GSFG), given that a brigade
is assigned to a group of Armies forming a "Front," of which, under the
peacetime order of battle, there are rwo in East Germany. The remainder
are the four spetsnaz naval brigades, one each for the Soviet Northem
Fleet (Murmansk,) the Baltic Fleet, the Black Sea Fleet, and the Pacific
Fleet. In addition, there are 4l independent spetsnaz companies, each
with 115 men, attached to every Soviet Ar*y.

The greatest single concentration of Soviet spetsnaz forces anywhere in
the world is directed against West Germany, followed by Scandinavia.
Spetsnaz forces earmarked exclusively against West Germany include the
two brigades based in East Germany, the brigade based with the "Northem
Group of Forces" in Poland, and the brigade based in the Byelorussian
Military District. In addition to these four brigades, at least half of the
brigade based with the "Central Group of Forces" in Czechoslovakia, as
well as the five independent spetsnaz companies attached to the Armies
of the GSFG, the rwo independent spetsnaz companies attached to the
rwo Armies of the "Central Group," the one company attached to the
"Northem Group," and several independent spetsnaz companies based
in the Byelorussian Military District, are all earmarked exclusively for
wartime missions on German soil.

Thus, not counting the "sleeper" spetsnaz agent teams in place inside
the Federal Republic of Germany, there exists a peacetime spetsnaz force
of nearly 7,500 professional killers and saboteurs for employment exclu,
sively against targets in West Germany. A "peacetime" spetsnaz force
level is, however, irrelevant to the consideration of their actual use,
since, obviously, what will hit the Federal Republic will be the spetsnaz's
wartime strength. If one multiplies by four, one gets a fair estimate of
the actual strength that would be employed for special missions on the
soil of the Federal Republic. We are talking about a figure of no fewer
than 30,000 spetsnaz in wartime, who would wreak havoc on NATO
command control centers, communications and transportation targets,
infrastructure such as bridges, tunnels, airports and ports, assassinating
military and political leaders, and so on.

The spetsnaz assassination teams (among those stationed on lfarsaw
Pact territory) are the staff company of each spetsnaz brigade. These
personnel are expert assassins and linguists, and would enter the \ilUest
disguised either as NATO personnel or in civilian guise. The forces of
the spetsnaz brigades stationed with the "Groups of Forces" and in Military
Districts of the U.S.S.R. never appear in airbome uniform, which is the
"parade" uniform of the spetsnaz. They are quartered under various guises,
usually as Signal (Communications) troops.

Infiltrating this large force into \il7est Germany is unfortunately not
very difficult. Besides the obvious use of parachute drops and helicopter
transport, there are long, uninhabited stretches of the inner German
border, and numerous points where unnoticed border crossings could
occur. The teams would be received by the spetsnaz agents already in
place, and transported in a matter of a few hours-ovemight, for ex-
ample-to almost any point in the Federal Republic, or, for that matter,
into the Low Countries and France as well. The Berlin transit routes,
with their notorious lack of controls for "'Westem" vehicles, denote
another easy means for mass covert infiltration. In addition to trucks and
other vehicles owned by in-place spetsnaz agents, East Germany has a
large supply of West German cars and vehicles confiscated in the dis,
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mantling of many Fluchthilfeoperations that smuggled refugees out of East
Germany over the years.

Next to West Germany, the largest numerical concentration of spetsnaz
is facing Scandinavia. These units include the spetsnaz brigades attached
to the Baltic and lcningrad Military Districts, as well as the spetsnaz
naval brigades attached to the Northem Fleet and the Baltic Fleets.
These naval brigades, composed of expert frogmen, are equipped with
mini-subs, hovercraft, light transport aircraft, and helicopters, to un.
dertake lightning commando raids inro Norway and Sweden.
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BIR e,,rrterly Economic Report

How ccn linancial collcpse beavoided?
Second and Third Quarters 1986

fn it€ last Quarterly Economic Report, E R predided a 15-25oh further decline in the productive capabilities
of the U.S. economy. That is procis€ly what happ€ned bet\ een March and September ot this year-before the
worst, most monslrous implications ol the Gramm-Rudman and related tax reform measures go inlo etfect.

Such events force one to ask: ls the pro-Russian majority in Congress not only committed to selling out U.S.
defens€ interests, but also to collapsing the U.S. internal economy, and intemational monetary and financial
syst€m? Are the industdalized nations prepared to continue policies which will lead to their own suicide?

Did you know that.. .
o The world financial system is more than ripe
for collapse, probably before November, and the
principal fuel for such developments is the narcotics-
trade-dependent growth of that banking category
known as "off-balance-sheet liabilities"-dwarfing
other categories of indebtedness.

o 600,000 troops, including 350,000 active duty
troops, will be eliminated if Gramm-Rudman ll is
impfemented during the course of the fiscal year
which begins Oct. 1.

o A furtheG minimal7o/o decline in capital and
durable goods production capabilities will occur in
the months ahead, due simply to reduced defense
procurement, if Gramm-Rudman ll is impfemented.

Since the fall ot 1979, Lyndon LaRouche's forecasts have established a record unparalleled in accuracy by
any other economic torecasting service in th€ nation. Data Resources International and Chase Econometrics
proved unable, in the tall ot 1979, to correctly torecast ths consequences ot the credit poliry then being initialed
by the Federal Reserve under Paul \blcker. LaRouche did, in the EIR Quafte y Economic Report. Those agen-
cies, and their co-think€rs, have been repeatedly expos€d as incomp€tenl bunglers, while the LaRouche record
is on€ of consistent accuracy.

Full year subscription: $1,000
Double issue (second and third quarters 1986): $500

Order trom:
EIR Neurs Servlca PO. Box 17390, washington, D.C. 20041-0390



MR Our special serwice for the policSrmaker
who needs the best intelligence EIn, can
provide-lmmedtately.
World events are moving rapidly: The economy is teetering
on the brink, and even the largest American banks are
shaking at their foundations. Soviet-backed terrorists have
launched a shooting war against the United States. In
Washington, the opponents of the President's defense
program are in a desperate fight to finish off the Strategic
Defense Initiative.

We alert you to the key developments to watch closely,
and transmit lf20 concise and to-the-point bulletins
twice a week (or more often, when the situation is
especially hot). The "Alert" reaches you by electronic mail
service the next day. A daily 3-minute telephone hot-line
is provided to subscribers.

Annual subscription: $3,500
Contact your regional EIR representative or write:
EIn llfews Servlce p.o. Box u3eo.
Washington, D.C. 20041-0390.
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In Defense Pol icy
and as a

Mi l i tary Phenomenon

The maguine for people
who believe in scientific progress

. Fwian is campaigning internationally for hi$-technology
industrial development, against the zero-growthen;
. Fusian advocated a beam-weapon defense system as early as
1977-the program now known as the Strategic Defense
Initiative;
. Fusian advocates the colonization of the Moon and Mars-
but why stop there?

Subscribe Now!
f] $ZO (1 year-6 issues)
n $fs (2 years-I2 issues)
n $+O (1 year-foreign air mail)

Order from: Fusion Energy Foundation, P.0. Box 17149, Washingon, D.C.
20Ml-0149

o Frcion has fought an ll-year I'
battle for fision and fusion
power, against the environmentalists
and budget-cutten;

Friedrich Schiller
Poet of Freedom
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-He lga  Zepp- l ,aRouchc
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TFIE SCIENCE THE SOVIET I-AIION
OF'ST.{TECRAFT
Strategic Studies by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

Operation Ju6rez. LaRouche's famous analysis of the lbero-
American "debt bomb"-a program for continental integra-
t ion. Order #82010*. $100.
A Conceptual Outline of Modern Economic Science. Or-
der #82016. $50.
Religion, Science, and Statecraft: New Directions in
Indo-European Philology. Order #83001. $100.
Saudi Arabia in the Year 2023. The thematic task of the
Arab world in the next four decades: conquering the desert.
Order #83008. $100.
The tmplications of Beam-Weapon Technology for the
Military Doctrine of Argentina. Order #83015. Was $250.
Reduced price: $100.
The Design of a Leibnizian Academy for Morocco. Order
#83016. Was $250. Reduced price: $100.
Mathematical Physics From the Starting Point of Both
Ancient and Modem Economlc Science. Order #83017.
Was $250. Reduced price: $100.
The Development of the Indian and Paclfic ocean Bas-
ins. Order #83022. $100.

MILITARY AND
ECONOMIC SCIENCE
Beam Weapons: The Science to Prevent Nuclear r#ar.
The year belore President Reagan's historic March 23, 1983
speeih announcing the Strateg-ic Defense Initiative, this
e'r'ound-breakine riport detailEd the feasibilitv-and neces-
iity-fo. beam feftinse. Order #82007 . $250. 

-

Economic Breakdown and the Threat of Gtobal Pandem-
ics. Order #85005. $100.
An Emergency War Plan to Fight AIDS and Other Pan-
demics. Issued February 1986. Order #85020. ,$25O.

TF{E WESTERN
OLHGARCHY
The Trilateral Conspiracy Against the U.S. Constltutlon:
Fact or Fiction? Foreword bv Lvndon LaRouche. Order
#8s019. $2s0.
Moscow's Secret Weapon: Ariel Sharon and the Israell
Mafia April 1986. Ordbr #86001. $250.

* The Libertarian Conspiracy to Destroy America's
Schools. Order #86004. S25O.

* White Paper on the Panama Crisis: Who's Out to De-
stabilize the U.S. Ally, and Why. Order #86006. $rOO.

* A Classical KGB Disinformation Campaign: Who Ktlled
Olof Palme? Issued November 1986. Order #86010. SrOO.

* First two digits of the order number refer to year of publication.

Order from:

EIR News Service P.o. Box
Please include order number. Postage and

Wlll Moscow Become the Thlrd Rome? How the KGB
Controls the Peace Movement. Includes transcript of the
infamous sprine 1983 meetine in Minneapolis at wnich KGB
officials eaire tlie marchins oiders to Wafter Mondale's "peace
movemeit": Destroy the S-trategic Defense Initiative! Order
#8301 1. $250.
How Moscow Plays the Musllm Card in the Mlddle East.
Some in the Carter administration-and since-hoped to use
Islamic fundamentalism to make the Soviet Empire crumble.
What fools! Order #84003. $250.
Global Showdown: The Russlan lmperlal War Plan for
rgE8. The most comprehensive documentation of the Soviet
strategic threat availible. A 368-page document with maps,
tableslgraphs, and index. Order #8-5006. $250.

INTERNATIONAL
TERRORISM
The Jerusalem Temple Mount: A Trigger for Fundamen-
tallst Holy wars. Order #83009. $250.
Narco-terrorlsm in tbero-Amerlca. The dossier that sent the
Colombian drug-runners and their high-level protectors
through the roof. Order #84001. $250:
The Terrorlst Threar to the rgE4 Los Angeles Olympics.
An analvsis of the U.S. terrorist underground-the informa-
tion the-FBI has repeatedly suppressed. Order #84005. Was
$250. Reduced prlce: $10O.
Sovlet Unconventional Warfare in lbero-Amerlca: The
Case of Guatemala. Order #85016. $150.
European Terrorlsm: The Sovlets' Pre-war Deployment.
The dual control of terrorism: Europe's oligarchical families
and the Russian intelligence servicei. The dase of Germany's
Green Party, with profiIes of the top families of the interna-
t ional ol igarchy. Order #85001. $150.

* Germany's Green Party and Terrorlsm. Issued Novem-
ber 1986. Order #86009. S2so.

THE MIDDLE EAST
AI\D AFRICA
Anglo-Sovlet Deslgns on the Arablan Penlnsula. Order
#83002. Was $250. Reduced prlce: $10O.
The Ml[tary, Economlc, and Pollrlcal lmpllcatlons of ls-
rael's Lavle Jet ProJect. Order #83010. Was $500. Reduced
prlce: $250.

* Moscow's Terrorlst Satrapy: The Case Study of Qad-
dafi's Llbya. Order #86002. $loo.
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